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Agenda
● Overview of Assessment
● Formative Assessment Tools
● Summative Assessment Tools
● Work Time
● Other Assessment Resources



Overview of Assessment



Purpose of Assessment
What is the purpose of assessment?

What is the difference between Formative and 
Summative assessment?

What are some examples of each?



Fair Assessment

How would you define
“Fair Assessment”?





Fair Assessment
Read the handout row by row with a partner and 
discuss:

● How do the ideas in the paper strengthen your 
views on assessment?

● How do the ideas in the paper challenge your 
views on assessment?



Formative Assessment



Formative Assessment Tools
● Always, Sometimes, or Never True
● Comments only marking
● Commit and Toss
● Example, Non-Example
● I used to think… But now I know… (KWL)
● Muddiest Point
● Ten-Two
● Think-Pair-Share
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Always, Sometimes, or Never True
Classify the statements below as always true, sometimes true, 
or never true. Justify your response.

● Multiples of 2 end in an odd number
● Multiples of 10 end in 0
● Multiples of 4 are even numbers
● Multiples of 7 are odd numbers
● Multiples of 3 are multiples of 6



Commit and Toss
Which statement best describes how the area of square 1 
compares to the area of square 2?

A. Doubles in size
B. Same size
C. Quadruples in size
D. Not enough information to say

Explain your reasoning.

x
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Square 1 Square 2



Example, Non-Example
Shapes with four sides that are 
rectangles

Shapes with four sides that are not 
rectangles

Draw as many different examples of 
rectangles as you can.

Draw as many different non-examples 
of rectangles as you can.

State the rule you used to decide whether a four-sided shape is a rectangle.



Math Journals
are excellent for formative assessment!

They are great opportunities for:
● Setting learning goals
● Accessing prior knowledge
● Showing what students know
● Reflection or consolidation
● Providing personalized feedback
● Self-assessment 



Goal Setting
Brainstorm possible math goals with students 

Goals generally link to curricular and/or core competencies

Goals should be:
● Appropriate (relevant; supports learning)
● Achievable (not too easy; not too hard)
● Measurable (you can give evidence of meeting it) 



Goal setting
A possible way to structure goal setting in your journal:

My math goal today is…

I picked this goal because…

Did you meet your goal today? If yes, what is your 
evidence? If no, why not?

What will you work on next time?



Possible Math Goals
● Asking questions when I don’t understand
● Using multiple strategies to solve problems
● Use proper math vocabulary
● Explain and justify my thinking
● Get new ideas from others
● Share my ideas with others



Possible Math Goals
● Estimate before solving a problem or to check if 

solution is reasonable
● Use a model or visualization to solve a problem
● Reflect on my thinking
● Make connections to self, world, and other math
● Reread for understanding and to check solution
● Incorporate different cultural perspectives in my 

thinking



Accessing Prior Knowledge
Here are some journal sentence prompts:

● Tell me what you know about…
● Record all of your observations about…
● Write about a time when...



Show what you know
Journals are an opportunity to demonstrate 
understanding. Try…

● Asking what the student learned today
● Giving a “problem of the week”
● Making an annotated diagram



Reflection & Feedback
Some prompts…

● What are you still wondering?
● What would you do differently next time?
● Is there anything I can help you with today?

Feedback helps to close the learning gap!



Self-Assessment
Journals can be used to self-assess using “I can” statements:

● “I can add two numbers in my head using different 
strategies.”

● “I can write a step-by-step procedure to investigate 
something I’m wondering about.”



Exit Ticket



Summative Assessment



Practice vs. The Game

● Learning & practicing
● Knowledge, skills & 

strategies
● Feedback loop 

● Requires transfer
● Autonomous application
● Reporting 



Performance Tasks
● A summative assessment activity
● Requires students to problem solve and justify their 

thinking
● Open ended… multiple entry points or methods of solving; 

could have multiple solutions
● Evaluations are guided by criteria (e.g., rubric)



Performance Tasks
Main elements of a performance task:

● Constructed with targeted learning standards in mind
● Provides evidence that students have understood the 

learning standards 
● A novel look and feel
● Context requires students to transfer prior learning to a 

new, concrete situation
● Students make judgements & applications independently 



Performance Tasks
Examples:

● 10 mice live together.  Some mice are doing their chores and others are 
playing.  How many of each could there be?  How many ways can you think of?  
Show your thinking.

● One day, we counted a total of 216 wheels at the park.  There were bicycles, 
tricycles and wagons.  There were more than 10 of each.  How many of each 
might there be?  What other combination of wheels can you find?  Show all of 
your thinking using models, numbers and words.



Performance Tasks
Examples:

● Start with a 10 × 10 grid.
What size square should be removed from each corner in order to make an 
open box that can hold the largest volume?
If each square in the grid costs $0.19, how much will it cost to build this box?
Show all of your thinking using models, numbers, and words.



Performance Tasks
Here’s where you can find a large number of potential 
performance tasks and rich tasks that you can adapt to suit 
your assessment needs:

https://goo.gl/e5gFcP

https://goo.gl/e5gFcP


Translation Task

This type of task highlights different representations.

equation context

model explication

46 – 29 = ?
A hardcover book costs 
$46 and a softcover book 
costs $29. What is the 
difference in price?

I subtracted the tens first:  
46 – 20 = 26. I know that    
9 = 6 + 3, so I subtracted in 
parts: 26 – 6 = 20, then     
20 – 3 = 17



Conference or Interview
In primary, conferencing is very common, but we can 
use this method of assessment in other grades too!

For some students, it’s easier 
to explain in words than to 
write out an explanation.



Rubrics
Limit criteria

Use descriptive 
language

Limited deficit 
language

Co-create or 
discuss with 
students

Use grade 
appropriate 
language



Single Point Rubrics
Concerns

How I can improve
Criteria

Standards for this performance
Exceeding

Evidence of exceeding standards

Criterion #1: What students need to 
demonstrate to be “fully meeting” the 
chosen learning standard or task goals

Criterion #2: What students need to 
demonstrate to be “fully meeting” the 
chosen learning standard or task goals

Criterion #3: What students need to 
demonstrate to be “fully meeting” the 
chosen learning standard or task goals

Criterion #4: What students need to 
demonstrate to be “fully meeting” the 
chosen learning standard or task goals



Single Point Rubrics
Concerns

How I can improve
Criteria

Standards for this performance
Exceeding

Evidence of exceeding standards

Content: Knows how to solve 
one-step equations for all four 
operations involving an unknown 
number (start, change, or result 
unknown)

Curricular Competency: Can 
model the math (e.g. write an 
equation) in a given context

Curricular Competency: Can 
explain and justify math decisions

Curricular Competency: Can 
estimate reasonably



Single Point Rubrics
Concerns

How I can improve
Criteria

Standards for this performance
Exceeding

Evidence of exceeding standards

● use the inverse 
operation to get the 
unknown by itself

● Can rewrite fraction as 
division (ex. x/3 → x ÷ 3)

Content: Knows how to solve 
one-step equations for all four 
operations involving an unknown 
number (start, change, or result 
unknown)

Curricular Competency: Can 
model the math (e.g. write an 
equation) in a given context

● Steps are difficult to 
follow for the reader

Curricular Competency: Can 
explain and justify math decisions

Curricular Competency: Can 
estimate reasonably

● Uses mental math to verify 
the answer







BUTBUTYES NO

YES NO



Standards 
Based 
Assessment

Instead of 
organizing your 
gradebook by 
assignments 
(ex. tests), this 
is organized by 
the learning 
standards.

I can help you 
with this!!



More Assessment Resources
District math assessments (currently K - grade 4):

https://goo.gl/aRzSHM

Math intervention screener (based on First Steps in Math):

https://goo.gl/BVzqFu

Math year plan (something I’m currently working on):

https://goo.gl/tkLbMa

https://goo.gl/aRzSHM
https://goo.gl/BVzqFu
https://goo.gl/tkLbMa


Slides

You can find the workshop slides here:

https://goo.gl/rMWsGu

https://goo.gl/rMWsGu





